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1

Steve Jacobson: Okay I think we’ll get started now. I know there’re people still coming

2

in, but there probably will be for few more minutes. My name is Steve Jacobson. I’m the

3

Hearings Officer with Hawaii Department of Health. This hearing is called today on

4

Notice of Public Hearing Docket No R157-18-07 State of Hawaii for hearing on proposed

5

Amendment and Compilation of Title 11 Hawaii Administrative Rules, Title Examination

6

and Immunization. I have to go through this formal part because we’re making a

7

[indiscernible] [0:03:58] of this. The proposed amendments update and clarify

8

immunization examination requirements for school, post-secondary school and childcare

9

facility attendance in Hawaii, and then for example a bunch of exhibits and examples

10

given in the notice, which I presume most of you have seen because the law has driven

11

you to be here. Today, is Thursday November 1st, it is approximately 3 o’clock in the

12

afternoon in Honolulu. We’re in the Kinau Hale Boardroom of the Hawaii Department of

13

Health; 1250 Punchbowl Street, Honolulu, First Floor. Today, the purpose is to receive

14

public here as a public testimony, oral testimony; however, it is also possible to put in

15

written testimony as indicated in the public announcement, and for those who haven’t

16

seen it all, it goes a little bit slow here. You can do that by mail up to noon on

17

Wednesday, November 7th, to the Disease Outbreak Control Division, called DOCD; 1250

18

Punchbowl, this building, Room #443, Honolulu 96813; and that testimony can be hand

19

delivered at present until noon on November 7th. It’s not going to get any shorter, but that

20
21

deadline may be expanded. The indication was that oral testimony at this hearing will be
limited to 2 minutes. Please understand that if
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22 the rules are promulgated in any form, and you wish to object to the final version of the
23 rules, which is done by filing a law suit under HRS Chapter 91, as indicated in the notice,
24 you need to say today or have on the record today, the things we would want the
25 Appellate Court to hear. For example, if you have a citation to the surveyors, if you’re
26 required to talk about a survey today or some form of research, say it for the record, or file
27 additional written testimony saying where’re the people who are actually going to finalize
28 this regulation, so they can look it up and that the court can look it up, because if it’s not
29 in the records somewhere then you can’t rely upon it in another court of appeal. So
30 beware of that, okay, in your testimony. My role today is to be the moderator. I have no
31

role, whatsoever, in the promulgation of these rules, other than conducting these hearings

32

and making sure that everyone has a fair opportunity to speak. So, your testimony is

33

really directed to the record that’s being made, which will be considered by the DOCD. I

34

can’t answer questions about the rules. I haven’t read the proposed rules, but that’s…

35

I’m the moderator, so please understand that. Okay, I have a list of... and be careful

36

with…

37

Female Speaker 1: [indiscernible] [0:07:08] that you’re recording this.

38

Steve Jacobson: Yes, it is. Yes, it’s being recorded right here.

39

Female Speaker 1: It’ll be transcribed as well.

40

Steve Jacobson: Yeah.

41
42

Male Speaker 1: You know, why don’t we record also ourselves?
Steve Jacobson: I don’t mind if you also record it yourself, and if our
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43 recorder give out we may want to borrow yours, okay.
44 Female Speaker 2: Are you going to be taking questions at the end to be submitted and
45 then responded to on a [indiscernible] [0:07:31]?
46 Steve Jacobson: I will not be taking questions. If you want to include questions in your
47 testimony, it can be up to the people promulgating the rules as to whether to respond to
48 them.
49 Female Speaker 2: So, if we submitted online, can we still add the questions as well?
50 Steve Jacobson: Sure, you can submit anything, anything online or in writing, just get it
51

to the office by the deadline, the deadline is – note it down – November 7th, but I’m told

52

that there’s tentatively may be additional hearings on outer islands and if there are, the

53

deadline would be extended, but don’t count on that, count on November 7thbeing the

54

deadline for now. Okay, I have a list of questionnaire and I’m not sure if I have all the

55

questionnaires. There’s 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, sorry… 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 people

56

who wish to speak. One may be… and there may be additional folks over there.

57

Speakers, if you come up here when I call your names, and I will also ask for anybody

58

who is not on the list, who haven’t said yes, if they change their minds or come later and

59

want to speak, you’ll all be able to speak. Okay? Try to limit your testimony to the 2

60

minutes as indicated in the announcement. You know, I’m not… There’s a

61

[indiscernible] [0:09:02]. Please don’t do very far over the 2 minutes because there’s so

62

many people want to speak and our time is limited. Beware, you can submit your written

63

testimony and please be sure to include any citations if you do that or anything you want
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64 to refer them to be looking at. Okay. People if you come up here you can speak into the
65 microphone, which does go right to the recorder right here and understand that I could call
66 people in the order that I have them.
67 Female Speaker 3: I think [indiscernible] [0:09:31]
68 Steve Jacobson: What?
69 Female Speaker 3: There is no microphone [indiscernible] [0:09:35].
70 Steve Jacobson: Is this…? There’s no microphone?
71 Female Speaker 3: No. [crosstalk] [0:09:39].
72 Steve Jacobson: Oh. Only the audio is going?
73

Female Speaker 3: The recorder is fine, I’m sure.

74

Steve Jacobson: Okay, you’ll be there and the recorder will be here. Oh my God! Okay!

75

So let’s do this, okay. We’re good. All right. Now, really, I’m going to call 3 names

76

from beginning and then will have additional names callings. Okay, Judy Strait-Jones to

77

be followed by Cheryl Toyofuku.

78

Judy Strait-Jones: May I turn this, so that it faces the audience?

79

Steve Jacobson: Sure, as long as you’re facing the microphone.

80

Judy Strait-Jones: Aloha, everyone, I’m Judy Strait-Jones. I’m representing the Hawaii

81

Immunization Coalition today. The Hawaii Immunization Coalition is a nonprofit 501 c3

82

organization that works with other immunization providers to improve vaccination rates

83
84

in the state and there are many people here that work with us, we’re very happy to have
here. Vaccination of student both for attendance and at registration is a critical
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85 strategy for keeping schools and community safe for children and get vaccinated and for
86 those who cannot because of medical reasons. Vaccine-preventable diseases are costly, in
87 fact – doctor visits, hospitalizations and premature death, and sick children of course
88 cause parents to lose time from work as you all know. It is for these reasons that the
89 Hawaii Immunization Coalition, strongly supports the Revised Administrative Rules Title
90 11 Chapter 157 that has been proposed by the State of Hawaii Department of Health.
91 Thank you.
92 Steve Jacobson: Cheryl Toyofuku, who would be followed by Theresa Chao.
93 Cheryl Toyofuku: My name is Cheryl Toyofuku. I’m a mom and a grandmother. I’m a
94

registered nurse and a health advocate. I’m in strong opposition to the proposed

95

amendments to HAR Title 11-157, and I’m glad that more public hearings are considered

96

for the outer islands. You know, as a registered nurse, you know a serious question has

97

arisen in my heart, over the many years of attempting to understand the role and purpose

98

of Hawaii Department of Health. What causes a health agency like the Department of

99

Health to develop and continue with prospective, policies and rules that may be

100 questionable or even detrimental to the health and welfare of the people of Hawaii? Is it
101 pressure, is it funding, is it by biased research? Is it fear of power, conflicts of interest?
102 Is it misguided controlled information? As the DOH website states, the mission
103 statement of the Department of Health is to protect and improve the health and
104 environment for all people of Hawaii with goals to
105 promote health, well-being, healthy
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106 lifestyles in families, communities, and work places. These are very admirable intentions
107 to the promoters of health and wellness for beautiful islands. Yet, one of the department’s
108 guiding principles is to ensure that Federal mandates are satisfied. Now, here is the major
109 concern. Even if these Federal Health recommendations or guidelines do not work or
110 benefit the people of Hawaii, the DOH continues to follow and implement them. It is
111 very disturbing that the current proposals for the DOH, Administrative Rule continue to
112 adopt the increasing vaccine schedule following the US DHS, CDC, and ACIP guidelines
113 the advisor committee of immunization practices. Firstly, the following research and
114 credible reasons with research foot notes to understand that adopting the
115 recommendations of these federal agencies are not in the best interest of Hawaii. The US
116 vaccine recommendations process is hopelessly compromised by conflicts of interest with
117 vaccine manufacturers, the FDA and the CDC. The US vaccination policy flowchart
118 shows how vaccine policies are made with questionable relationships between the vaccine
119 industrial complex, FDA, and the CDC’s ACIP. Congressional records and transcripts
120 indicate scientific and industry fraud including cover-ups of data that clearly show
121 definitive links between vaccines and serious vaccine injuries. Yet, the US congress
122 passed a law in 1986, shielding vaccine makers and doctors from liability for vaccine
123 injuries and deaths. More CDC employees and other Federal Health Agency with support
124 are coming forth and exposing this via massive media and publications. So, the
125 recommendations may be given by the CDC, DHS, CDC and ACIP and other global or
126 federal agencies, but why is Hawaii’s Department of Health requiring to adopt these
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127 recommendations from these experts but they’re not [indiscernible] [0:15:13] part.
128 Secondly, public confidence in national and international vaccine policies has been at an
129 all-time low, obviously, because of the following we are facing the sickest generation and
130 the US childhood health statistics straight from the CDC’s website, 1 in 6 children with
131 developmental disabilities, 1 in 59 with autism spectrum disorder, 3600 sudden infant
132 death syndrome in 2016. Many other statistics from other health agencies been increased
133 childhood cancers, irritable bowel syndrome, arthritis, diabetes and other chronic
134 conditions. So, the increasing vaccine schedule in lack of safety and efficacy studies
135 ignore scientific evidence and testimonies of adverse vaccine reactions at the expense of
136 our health interest. Increasing doses of 15 different vaccines with additional booster shots
137 are now being given to our children from birth to age 18 with more vaccines being added
138 to the schedule. Pregnant women are being vaccinated as well as elderly with more toxic
139 vaccines that compromise immune systems, adverse reactions are skyrocketing. The
140 expedient lists I have attached, you can see that there is a toxic group from neurotoxic
141 aluminum, mercury, MSG, formaldehyde, [indiscernible] [0:16:26] that causes cancer,
142 human DNA from aborted babies, pig blood, horse blood, rabbit brains, stalled kidneys,
143 dog kidneys, cow hearts, monkey kidneys, chick embryos, and so forth. Promoting mass
144 vaccines is extremely profitable in big business. Finally, is adoption of these DOH
145 administrative rules a violation of our healthcare privacy and freedoms? Is there a
146 violation of FERPA, which is Federal Educational Rights and Privacy Act when requiring
147 schools to be part to the DOH, the student and children names of those who have met the
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148 immunization requirements and those who have medical or religious exemptions? Is there
149 a violation of HIPAA, as it allows healthcare providers to send copies of vaccine records
150 to DOH? So, these national FERPA and HIPAA are there to protect our individual
151 medical records and personal health information to safeguard the privacy of citizen
152 information from being released to third party such as a local and state health
153 departments. So, there are rational prospective and common sense advice for staying
154 healthy. As Hawaii’s promoter for health and wellness, as Hawaii’s Department Of
155 Health, you are encouraged to invest time, resources and energy in researching and
156 promoting healthy lifestyles and health care to improve natural immunity instead of
157 adopting federal health policies that recommend and promote toxic vaccine. Thank you
158 very much.
159 Steve Jacobson: Next person is Theresa Chao. While she is walking up let me just add
160 one thing to what I said. I indicated that there is a right to appeal from [indiscernible]
161 [0:18:05] need to say having the record what you wish to, fax in the record from this
162 hearing. Also however, if someone [indiscernible] [0:18:17] something, you don’t have
163 to repeat the same thing okay, because it’s already there, you can incorporate what they
164 [indiscernible] [0:18:24]. So, to make that final record you don’t have to have 25 people
165 say the same sort of thing. They may say they may want for [indiscernible] [0:18:35]
166 health department. I agree, but you don’t have to go talk by line and that’s one of the
167 reason I’ll allow the last speaker go a little more than 2 minutes, but anyway… Okay,
168 Theresa Chao, go ahead.
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169 Theresa Chao: My name is Theresa Chao, I am a mom and I also have a child affected by
170 vaccines. I oppose the DOH proposed amendment to Chapter 11-157 in Title
171 Examination and Immunization. This proposal attempts to circumvent the legislative
172 process by limiting transparency and public participation to mandate vaccines via blanket
173 adoption of the practice of guidelines of the Federal Advisory Committee on
174 Immunization Practices as continually changing administrative rule and vaccine
175 recommendations as they occur. This is impractical and the DOH should not have such
176 broad-reaching authority with minimal oversight for many other branch of government.
177 First, the ACIP is the Federal Advisory Committee of members with various areas of
178 expertise. However, an advisory committee only makes recommendations, they only
179 advise, they do not make laws. As per their own words, their recommendations are
180 primarily based on “expert opinion and arrived by consensus.” This is why they are
181 recommendations. A blanket adoption of 197 pages or so of the ACIP Best Practices
182 Guidance clearly, does not take into account the individual needs of Hawaii’s children, we
183 do not all come from same cookie-cutter. Second, the ACIP has 3 meetings a year to
184 meet and vote vaccine recommendations. Between 1991 and 2018, the ACIP has made
185 182 vaccine-related recommendations. For now, it’s average of 7 recommendations per
186 year. Further the ACIP best practices guidance itself is updated every 3 to 5 years. If the
187 DOH has not been able to update even once since 2001, this particular chapter, how
188 realistic is the goal for this proposal to adopt the ACIP Best Practices Guidance when its
189 recommendations are changing every quarter and the guidance itself is changing every
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190 3 to 5 years. Again, this is not a well thought out proposal. Third, Congress passed a
191 Federal Advisory Committee Act in 1972 because they recognized special interest groups
192 have substantial interest over federal advisory committees. The ACIP is historically one
193 of the worst offenders of the federal ethics and conflict of interest laws. The most
194 notable example of an egregious violation of the puppet trust by the ACIP occurred when
195 the majority of its voting members recommended RotaShield, the rotavirus vaccine, to the
196 CDC immunization schedule in 1999. They voted to add this vaccine while knowing in
197 clinical trial several babies experienced intussusception, a potentially life threatening
198 condition, and other bowel-related condition. Congressional investigation in 2000 found
199 that many of the voting members had significant conflicts of interest that were
200 undisclosed. The committee’s findings on the ACIP was one of the worst examples of
201 noncompliance and lack of ethics among the Federal advisory committees investigated.
202 In the end the RotaShield vaccine was moved from the market 8 once after it was
203 approved to be on the CDC immunization schedule following a 113 deaths and the babies
204 who suffered from intussusception and other bowel-related condition. Dr. Offit also was
205 a voting member of the ACIP at that time and he was able to sell his royalty interest in a
206 competing rotavirus vaccine for personal gain of an estimated 29 million to 46 million
207 dollars. Today it’s known as Merck’s RotaTeq. The vaccine is currently on a CDC
208 schedule. What makes matters worse are the sister agencies such as NIH, FEH, CDC own
209 half, owner half, own vaccine related products are vaccine patents which represent a great
210 conflict of interest, especially if there is an opportunity for the vaccine to be added on
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211 the CDC immunization schedule. Some NIH-owned vaccines are ROR, Gardasil,
212 Cervarix, RotaShield, Havrix hep, Twinrix, which have all been on this recommended
213 scheduled. The NIH own those. The CDC owns currently influenza, hepatitis A,
214 meningococcal disease and the rotavirus as well as patents to the dengue fever and the
215 Ebola virus. When the CDC owns the very patent that could become a CDC
216 recommended vaccine, conflicts of interest can prevail over the best interest of the
217 children, especially when decision-makers are not in full compliance with disclosure
218 requirements. The DOH must take this into consideration. The ACIP guidelines should
219 not be adopted as law since the opportunity for personal gain is far greater than the desire
220 to help our children. Fourth, in the DOH proposal amendment Title 11 Chapter 157, the
221 DOH uses the term ‘vaccine-preventable disease’ to mirror the ACIP Best Practices
222 Guidance. Why? The Department of Education uses a term communicable disease in its
223 HAR Chapter 302A-1154 under immunization and the DOH uses the same term in HAR
224 Chapter 325-32-(a) under Immunization against Infectious Diseases. Further the HAR
225 Chapter 156 is named Communicable Diseases with exhibits A, B, and C listing 76
226 statutorily reportable communicable diseases. Although the DOH regularly collects
227 information on these diseases, HPV is not listed as a communicable disease under the
228 DOH Chapter 156, Communicable Diseases. Hawaii does propose amendment to the
229 HAR Chapter 11-157, use the term vaccine-preventable disease when the DOE and DOH
230 Hawaii revised statutes do not include this terminology. The term vaccine preventable
231 comes directly from ACIP Best Practices Guidance. To me this looks like a bait and
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232 switch of these terms, possibly as a way to mandate HPV vaccine under Chapter 11-157
233 says ACIP considers it a vaccine preventable disease. Given that there are clinical trials
234 ongoing at this time for our diabetes vaccine, breast cancer vaccine, and other vaccines,
235 for example, the term vaccine-preventable disease leaves the door wide open for the DOH
236 to mandate anything if recommended by the ACIP. This is a perfect example of what
237 happens when there’s little or no oversight over a governmental agency. Thank you.
238 Steve Jacobson: Next is Marsha Marumoto and followed by Michael Ching, followed by
239 Kim Pero [phonetic] [0:25:08] maybe?
240 Kim Peng: Peng.
241 Steve Jacobson: Peng? Okay. I mean, is it Marshu?
242 Marsha Marumoto: It’s Marsha.
243 Steve Jacobson: My daughter’s been watching [indiscernible] [0:25:16], so… Okay, all
244 right…
245 Marsha Marumoto: Hi, my name is Marsha Marumoto. I’m a pediatrician with Kaiser
246 Permanente, Hawaii, and I wanted to speak strongly in favor of this amendment.
247 Respectfully listening to everyone else who is here. I have been a pediatrician for over 31
248 years. We have over 253,000 members in our health plan. About 50,000 or more are
249 children. My interest, I don’t have any ties to any drug companies or anything. My main
250 goal as a pediatrician is the health and safety of our keiki, whether or not they’re in my
251 Kaiser plan or in our community. We support this amendment because it’ll bring in
252 alignment to ACIP recommendations with CDC recommendations so that
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253 the schedules are the same. I practiced in a time when the word ‘vaccine-preventable
254 diseases’ were not prevented. I remember very clearly going to the ER, a child seizing
255 with a fever, you turned them over, you do a spinal tap and they have pus coming out and
256 they have meningitis. I remember epiglottitis where the throat closes up and children die
257 because they can’t breathe. So I strongly believe in vaccines. They are not perfect as
258 you’ve mentioned, but they’re evolving into being safer vaccines. We have taken out a
259 lot of the things that people have been concerned about. I was going to talk from the
260 script, but I did have to say, because my whole professional life is to take care of kids who
261 are sick, preventing them, whether they’re vaccinated or not, because I feel that we can
262 take care of them very well, but my whole passion is about preventing disease, and that is
263 why I strongly support this because of the recent outbreaks of diseases that people who
264 are younger may not have seen. You know, Europe has had an outbreak of 41,000
265 measles cases in the last year, Italy in particular. Disneyland had an outbreak of measles
266 in 2014. Hawaii has seen an outbreak of hepatitis A and mumps recently, so I just support
267 this from that standpoint, not because I’m trying to push any kind of manufacturing thing
268 or anything like that. So I’m just right now speaking from my heart, not from a script.
269 We did have a testimony, but I have to say that, because that is my own. My main
270 passion is to do this. Thank you.
272 Steve Jacobson: Michael Ching followed by Kim. Excuse me, if I forgot your names,
273 I’m doing my professional best here.
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274 Michael Ching: No, you got my name right. So, I’m Michael Ching. I’m the Vice
275 President of the Hawaii chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics. Our
276 organization comprises over 320 pediatricians and child health professionals in the State
277 of Hawaii, and our mission is that of an optimal physical, mental, and social health, and
278 wellbeing for infants, children, adolescents and young adults. We’re here in strong
279 support of the HAR 11-157 Proposed Rules Update. The updated rules for immunizations
280 schedule is critical. This will help protect children against condition such as human
281 papilloma virus, meningococcal disease, and other disease as they grow into adulthood.
282 HPV is just one example of how these vaccines are vital. According to the CDC, over
283 43,000 HPV-related cancers are diagnosed in the USA every year and immunizing boys
284 and girls against these virus will help to reduce these preventable diseases. We also
285 support the rule for childcare facilities to require documentation of physicals and
286 immunizations. These facilities often care for infants and young children who may not
287 have complete immunity against vaccine-preventable diseases, and they’re also prime
288 locations for transmission of diseases that could be brought home to vulnerable kupuna
289 and immunocompromised family members. We also support regulation of medical
290 exemption to immunization. Recent research from California shows that limiting personal
291 belief exemption results in significant improvement in immunization rates; however, this
292 has also resulted in market increases in medical exemption. In some schools, reportedly
293 20% of children are medically exempt, it’s [indiscernible] [0:30:14] belief that medical
294 exemption is typically reserved for situation such individuals with severe allergic
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295 reactions to this specific vaccine. So, thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony,
296 and we respectfully request that the proposed changes to HAR 11-157 be supported and
297 passed for the health of all our community.
298 Steve Jacobson: Kim followed by Lourdes [phonetic] [0:30:41]
299 Lourdes: I’m giving my [indiscernible] [0:30:42].
300 Steve Jacobson: Okay.
301 Kim Peng: Aloha, thank you so much for hearing our complaint today. My name is Kim
302 Peng and I’m an advocate for Children’s Health, and I oppose HAR 11-157. “Vaccines
303 are safe and effective” is the only mantra we ever hear from the health agencies and
304 providers, and even the media who by the way receives about 40-70% of their advertising
305 dollars from the pharmaceutical industries. We also hear that the science has settled
306 vaccines do not cause autism. Kind of reminds me of another slogan from the 50s even
307 though I wasn’t born then, I remember “Cigarettes do not cause cancer.” So things
308 change, and something is causing autism. We’ve reached an astonishing 1 in 36 boys in
309 some areas right now; 1 in 36 – let that sink in just for a minute. They say vaccines don’t
310 cause autism; however, they’ve only said in one vaccine, the MMR, and one vaccine
311 ingredient thimerosal. What about the other 14 vaccines on the ever-growing vaccination
312 schedule, and the 35 or so other ingredients? Sorry, I get emotional. I can read, and I
313 read independent research that the CDC does not acknowledge. The science is not settled.
314 There’s over 130 independent, not-funded-by-pharma studies that have proven the
315 connection between vaccines and autism spectrum disorder. The science in
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316 vaccine can never be settled, you see, because the schedule keeps growing. It’s like… if
317 you change the recipe of the cake and you try to have 6 eggs instead of 3 eggs, you can
318 get a different outcome. This is the schedule by the way, and we have some… if you
319 don’t what the vaccine schedule looks like, [indiscernible] [0:32:38]. In 1986, most
320 people don’t realize that the NCVIA, National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act was
321 approved and this removed all liability from vaccine manufacturers. Vaccines became
322 very profitable. The childhood vaccine schedule literally exploded overnight. Right
323 alongside this, parents have witnessed an explosion of chronic childhood illness. I do not
324 think this is a coincidence, though it’s kind of what we hear out there. Current statistics
325 Cheryl mentioned from our own Department of Health and Human Services, 1 in 6
326 children have a developmental disability – ADD, ADHD, autism, learning difficulty,
327 seizure, speech delay, tics; 13-20% of our schools right now require special ed. How are
328 you going to keep this up? Suicide in teens is an all-time high. 54%, over half of
329 American children – it makes you want to cry – are suffering from a chronic illness,
330 asthma, diabetes, depression, anxiety, epilepsy, digestive allergies, bone and muscle
331 disorders, and the answer is more drugs! That’s not the answer. It’s mystifying to me
332 that there’s almost zero outcry. I hear pediatricians and other physicians, they talk about
333 preventing infectious disease. They talk about keeping our vaccination schedule going.
334 There’s no medical public-held or government circles trying to find answers to these
335 problems, and where are the studies? Where are the studies that show this combination of
336 74 doses of 17 vaccines is actually safe and effective long-term? There are none. There
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337 are no studies. In 2013 the prestigious Institute of Medicine (IOM) conducted a study that
338 concluded, the key elements of the entire childhood vaccine schedule, the number, the
339 frequency, the timing, the order, the age administration has never been systematically
340 examined for user studies. Never, again let that sink in. There are no safety studies. In
341 May just last year, 2017, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., God bless him, and Del Bigtree from
342 Informed Consent Action Network filed a lawsuit against our federal government
343 Department of Health and Human Services. I’m sure a lot of people are aware of this,
344 because you’ll hear it on the news. They were suspecting that HHS is not fulfilling the
345 critical safety obligations. DHHS is required by the Congress as per the NCVIA act in
346 1986 that removed liability from them, they had to ensure improvement in licensing,
347 manufacturing, adverse reaction reporting, research, safety and efficacy testing vaccines
348 in order to reduce the risk of adverse vaccine reactions. The lawsuit revealed that DHHS
349 has never, not even once in 30 years, submitted a single biennial report to Congress
350 detailing the improvements in vaccine safety. Again, there is no safety setting on long351 term effects, zero. We cannot keep waiting for the post-marketing surveillance system, a
352 passive system called VAERS that not even every doctor is even aware of or uses. How
353 many more children have to become sick and die, were not being given true informed
354 consent. Vaccine package inserts are never given. There are substitute for this and
355 pharmaceutical marketing, of course, like for the flu. Just watch the news. Both DTaP
356 and Tdap in influenza, package inserts, they say, right now, if you open them up right now
357 in FDA.gov, neither safety or effectiveness has been established in pregnant women.
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358 You know, both vaccines are now being routinely recommended by ACIP, the actual
359 committee, their turn of health is going to follow in blindly adoptive policies. Do you
360 know what it then says in the package inserts? Doctors, you are encouraged to register
361 your patient in the pregnancy registry. We’re lab rats. One-day old infants are being
362 injected with a vaccine for STDs, hepatitis B, contains 250 mcg of the neurotoxic
363 aluminum – 250 when our EPA safety limit is 25, and that’s for ingestion, not injection.
364 Injection is a whole new world, all live viral vaccines – MMR, hepatitis B – they’re
365 known to shed, they’re live viruses, they’re attenuated but they’re there and they shed.
366 They actually can cause illness in schools. They also contain… every live virus vaccine
367 contains human DNA. Human DNA that was harvested from aborted babies, and people
368 that are advocates of the sanctity of life, some people don’t even know that and they’re
369 injected into their bodies. Do we think this could possibly be why pediatric cancers are
370 on the rise and why we’ve so much gender confusion? I mean, they tell us ‘take these
371 vaccines because I say so’, and if you don’t, you lose your civil right to education. The
372 public is losing faith in your ACIP recommended vaccine schedule and we no longer, and
373 I know I can see a lot of families in here, we no longer give you our consent to use our
374 children as test subjects. How we move forward in this country? How do we move
375 forward if we have sick kids and injured brains? Where’s that going to leave us? I mean,
376 when will the public health department stop focusing solely on infectious disease and
377 address this urgent epidemic of chronic health issues in our children? I strongly oppose
378 the DOH’s blanket adoption of ACIP guidelines and recommendations, and I vehemently
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379 disagree that vaccines are only safe and effective. I leave you with the Hippocratic
380 oath as all American medical doctors are sworn to, for us to go on.
381 Steve Jacobson: Next is Kathy Laird followed by Ayesha [indiscernible] [0:38:40]
382 Kathy Laird: I’m Kathy Laird, a mom, and I strongly oppose this. I’m going to show
383 a video of ACIP as they approve one of the drugs, one of the vaccines.
384 Steve Jacobson: Are we going to be able to have a copy of this available for the
385 record?
386 Kathy Laird: Yes, absolutely. They’re approving a new hepatitis B vaccine in this.
387 [indiscernible] [0:39:17] – [0:42:05]. So that was the ACIP committee, so the CDC
388 approves – this was for hepatitis B and ACIP was voting on it, and there were some
389 concerns about pulmonary heart attack. There’s also 2 other concerns, but they
390 unanimously voted yes and they said in post-marketing that is on the market, we’ll
391 see over the next 2 years how many of those heart attacks we get, how many different
392 side effects. So, they’re going to do a post-marketing, but there was a unanimous
393 yes, let’s push it through. So…
394 Steve Jacobson: You should go ahead. Okay, thank you.
395 Ayesha Belgambuto [phonetic] [0:43:17]: Aloha, ladies and gentleman, government
396 representatives. My name is Ayesha Belgambuto [phonetic] [0:43:17]. I’m here in
397 favor of the HAR 11 Chapter 157. I’m a graduate student at the Department of
398 Tropical Medicine at Jackson. I’ve actually traveled here to your country 9498 miles.
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398 For those of that prefer kilometers, that’s 15285.55 km all the way from West Africa,
399 Liberia. I’ve left behind my husband, my home, my country, just so that my country can
400 have the healthcare system that you do. That can have the privileges that you do. I came
401 all this way leaving my whole life behind because we don’t have what you have, but you
402 can’t even have this here now. The notion… If I was to say this to people in my country
403 that there was even this hearing about whether to promote vaccines, they’ll think I’m
404 crazy. They wouldn't even believe me. I’m a public health worker in my country and I
405 also am an instructor at the University. We have field trips where when we have
406 outbreaks, because we don’t have your infrastructures and your robust health systems, we
407 go out and give out whether it’s either medicine or what the people need, and will have
408 families, mothers coming from the villages, saying ‘Oh, I thought you brought a vaccine
409 today.’ No sorry. Therefore, all the kids and they have to go back. People walk for 4-5
410 days. I have traveled from capital 3 days through the forest to go to Gran Kru at the
411 eastern part of my country, just so we can deliver the healthcare that you’re debating
412 today. There is no question that the vaccines improve the lives of people. I have statistics
413 that I’ve seen, and even we’ve seen in Africa, like in your country you don’t believe in
414 statistics, a woman in my village she doesn’t need CDC or WHO or anybody else to tell
415 her that her child is dying from measles and that when she goes to the capital, the people
416 in the capital, their kids don’t die from measles because they have vaccines. I have
417 statistics, but I know in your country people don’t believe in statistics, you know, I’m
418 seeing, but we don’t need statistics in Africa because we see it every day. So, 90% of
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419 the 400,000 death due to pertussis, whooping cough, okay, is in the developing world, is
420 in the Third World. I wonder why! It’s because we haven’t got in essence the DTaP
421 vaccine that you have in your country, where when you have a child, like most of these
422 babies, they’ll be given their DTaP and they’ll be given the hep B and whatever else
423 you’re privileged to have. We don’t have that. According to Global [indiscernible]
424 [0:46:29] you might not believe it, but from friends I’ve known that have died from
425 cervical cancer in Liberia, I do believe these statistics. Okay. Liberia’s mortality rate for
426 cervical cancer which is caused by the HPV vaccine, it was actually the highest in the
427 world. While your percentage of people that die from cervical cancer that’s caused by
428 HPV, here, is less than 7.2% of the whole of the western world. So, you’re talking, that’s
429 whole of Europe including America, imagine. So, if you’re looking at the US maybe, I
430 don’t know, it could be even half a lesson there. Whereas in my country you’re talking
431 31.2%, because we don’t have a pilot project program where our kids are provided the
432 HPV vaccine in schools, we don’t have that. We don’t have that you know, we haven’t
433 got that privilege. In this bill for which I’m here to support my testimony, your children
434 will continue to be provided the protections that your country and its institutions have
435 been able to provide you all. All I can say is how lucky you all are, how blessed you are.
436 It is my wish that one day in my country, when I go back after my graduate studies, that
437 my people will be so privileged to have the resources that you have, so that our friends,
438 family member, villagers will not be losing their lives to these diseases that are
439 preventable by these vaccines. We see it, we don’t need the statistics. Even if you don’t
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440 believe, we don’t need it, we see it. So, I hope that one day we will be privileged to be in
441 a room like this where we have all these resources and we can say, ‘Ah, shall we have a
442 vaccine or not?’ Okay? So, thank you for hearing me and I’ve been privileged to hear
443 you all and hear your heart. While I think it’s very important, when you think about the
444 world, okay, that there’re many people that are not as privileged as you are, that don’t
445 have these choices, and you know you can take your choice for granted, but just bear in
446 mind that there’s somebody else on the other side of the world that would kill to have
447 what you have, and have these bill being passed, and have the protection of your kids
448 through these vaccines. Thank you very much for hearing me.
449 Steve Jacobson: Lisa Wilfred followed by Carla [indiscernible] [0:49:11]
450 Lisa Wilfred: Hi! I’m Lisa Wilfred, I’m a mom, and I strongly oppose this bill, but I
451 advocate my time to Lois to speak with [indiscernible] [0:49:22]
452 Lois Young: Thank you. It is with great concern that I strongly oppose…
453 Steve Jacobson: Could you state your name please?
454 Lois Young: Oh sorry. Lois Young. I strongly oppose HAR 11-157, the rule changes to
455 include the new vaccine requirement. I’m a private citizen, I have no medical
456 background, I do a lot of reading, I have nephews and grandnephews who are diagnosed
457 with ADD, ADHD, and I see children around me with an increase of hyperactivity and I
458 often wonder why this is taking place. Anyways, so as I dealt in to being exposed to the
459 world of vaccines and I’m seeking justice. I want to see that the truth be told. So, as I’ve
460 been reading, I see an increase in the schedule of dosage for our keiki without any
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461 liability on the part of the promise to Center of Disease Control, the State of Hawaii, or
462 the doctors, and implementing the mandatory program and it is alarming and
463 irresponsible. Having researched the toxic vaccine contaminants like thimerosal a.k.a.
464 mercury, aluminum, neurological toxin, formaldehyde, animal or human DNA, one would
465 wonder why the Department of Health would consider a schedule increase when research
466 shows incidents of detrimental neurological damage. Over the years it is noted that the
467 vaccine schedule continues to escalate with a spike beginning in 1986 when the
468 pharmaceutical companies were absolved of all liability for vaccine-related injuries.
469 When that occurred, the burned of responsibility fell on the patient who would incur
470 insurmountable medical bills in their efforts to either detox the heavy metals from their
471 child or themselves, or to medicate this vaccine injury for life. MMR is known to
472 contribute to autism, this is what I found as it was covered up by the CDC. In 1962, only
473 5 vaccines were administered. Time before my time. Today, our efforts to protect our
474 children up to 72+ doses, from infant to 18, are administered and yet our nation’s children
475 are sicker than ever with allergies, asthma, gut issues, autism, ADD, ADHD, cancer
476 tumors. It is disturbing that this rule change requires all young children to take the
477 influenza vaccine when its efficacy is only 10%. Another alarming rule change is for all
478 7th graders to be given HPV, also known as Gardasil where there are known injuries
479 internationally in Japan, in France, in India, and by the way, they’ve been banned there.
480 All patients must be informed of vaccine ingredients, I strongly believe it, and its
481 contaminants and its side effects, and all patients must be given a choice, if there is a risk
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482 and even given the knowledge that all vaccine injuries can induce lifelong medical issues.
483 The right to informed consent to any medical intervention that can kill or injure you or your
484 child is a human right. We have choices. A healthy Hawaii is an informed Hawaii. Let’s
485 stop the implementation of HAR 11-157 until the pharmaceuticals, the CDC, the
486 Department of Health, and our local clinics will take ownership of the potential vaccine
487 consequences and take steps to inform every patient of the risk. There is no such thing as a
488 safe vaccine. Thank you.
489 Steve Jacobson: Okay, Carla… Followed by Kim Koko [indiscernible] [0:53:53], and then
490 followed after that by Thaddeus Fair, okay.
491 Carla Flabata [phonetic] [0:54:15]: Hi everyone, my name is Carla Flabata. I’m a mother.
492 I’m a certified pediatric nurse, and I’m also a member of Hawaii for Informed Consent, and
493 I’m here to oppose amendments HAR Title 11 Chapter 157.
494 “HPV vaccine which is now required, still remains controversial.
495 Today, Merck’s HPV vaccine is dealing with a glowing number of reports of serious side
496 effects.
497 In Columbia, more than 200 girls have been hospitalized after receiving shots of the vaccine
498 to prevent cervical cancer.
498 [indiscernible] [0:54:51], more than 240 girls have reported headaches, pain and numbness
500 to the hand after vaccination. [indiscernible] [0:54:57] said the girls were between ages 9501 16 who were recently injected with Gardasil.
502 Critics question the vaccine makers for aggressive ad campaign and causing the
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503 state medical society to help spread the word.
504 Most doctors I know have stopped giving this vaccine because of the safety issues around
505 that.
506 There is growing [indiscernible] [0:55:15] of international community now that suggest
507 that something is wrong somewhere.
508 [indiscernible] [0:55:23] It’s irresponsible.”
509 Lately we’ve been bombarded with Merck’s campaign. It’s on radio, it’s on TV, so I
510 asked some questions for you guys. Did you know that Gardasil earns Merck 2.5 billion
511 dollars a year? Did you know that the aluminum used in Gardasil is propriety of Merck
512 and that it’s more potent than other aluminum adjuvants? Are you guys familiar with
513 Protocol 18? It’s the only control group with 9-15 year olds. In this trial, Merck and
514 FDA claimed that the control was a saline solution but records indicated that it was a
515 carrier solution containing borax which is illegal to be used as a food additive in the US,
516 yet was used to inject the subjects. Did you know for this trial, that the shot of aluminum
517 was only half the dose? But once FDA approved it, those children got full doses of
518 aluminum. So, basically there is no control study in this young population. The very
519 population that we are debating on, group being required to be vaccinated to go to school.
520 Did you know that cervical cancer is a rare form of cancer with a 90% survival rate if
521 caught early? The World Health Organization claims that 1 in 40,000 – now the risk is 1
522 in 40,000 – yet Gardasil reactions are estimated in 1 in 500 girls. Did you know that
523 Merck originally wasn’t planning to market to boys, but in 2015 they were able to secure
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524 ACIP’s recommendation to give Gardasil 9 to all boys and girls? Did you know that
525 Merck is falsely claiming that benefit of this vaccine to be an anti-cancer vaccine? For
526 boys they say can prevent many HPV-related cancers – penile, anal, oral, throat, head and
527 neck cancers; however, there’re no clinical trials showing this vaccine is effective for
528 some of those cancers. Did you know that as of September 14, 2018, on VAERS, there’s
529 been nearly total adverse events… excuse me… there has been a total apparently 60,000
530 adverse events. Of those, 944 were life threatening, 2813 children were left disabled, and
531 438 died. Research shows that the HPV vaccine has far more risks that benefits, so why
532 are we so eager to adopt ACIP recommended guidelines? And also going back to Lois’
533 testimony about Japan taking it off the market, they did. Six weeks after it launched, it
534 was taken off the market. Did you guys also know that Japan is the only place where
535 politicians are personally held liable for what happens to their constituents? And I leave
536 you with a quote by William Wilberforce, “You may choose to look the other way but
537 you can never say again that you did not know.”
538 Steve Jacobson: Thank you for your testimony. After Mr. [indiscernible] [0:58:56], it
539 will be Thaddeus Fair followed by [indiscernible] [0:59:00]
540 Kim Koko [indiscernible] [0:59:10]: Thank you so much for the opportunity to provide
541 testimony. I’m Kim Koko [indiscernible] [0:59:10] and I’m finding my testimony is
542 raising concerns for the current proposed vaccination rules, and so I actually find this to
543 be somewhat strange bedfellows, because I didn’t realize that my life would be
544 considered anecdotal evidence that immunizations cause harm, but that’s okay. It’s
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545 a privilege I find very interesting. So, I became parent to a toddler 3 years ago. I’ve been
546 shocked by the number of vaccinations I’ve had to research with my pediatrician. Given
547 my daughter’s health specifics, my physician and I discussed the risks and make our best
548 determination. Generally, I am pro-choice, like I think many of the… what I’m hearing
549 from the lot of the women in the red shirts is that they want to have a choice, right? They
550 want to have choice for their bodies, for their kids. So as someone who is pro-choice, I do
551 believe that choice should also follow along the lines of doing the research and making
552 best healthcare decisions regarding vaccinations. I’m an extremist advocate, I know that I
553 have the ability to understand my daughter’s health and research the risk associated with
554 each vaccination. I have the luxury of foregoing time at work in order to research
555 physicians, research the tests, research vaccinations. I have the luxury of buying very
556 comprehensive health insurance for my daughter, which allows my pediatrician to ask for
557 additional testing that would provide greater insight to the potential contraindications to
558 certain vaccines that her body may have. I am very concerned for those children whose
559 parents must work 2 or 3 jobs in order to make ends meet, who may not have the time to
560 find that perfect physician who will take the time to educate them about the specifications
561 of the vaccines and their child, and who may not have the time to research the
562 contraindications and all of those other aspects and you know… and then somebody
563 raised earlier regarding privacy. I am concerned about my daughter’s privacy to Hawaii
564 Administrative Rules from federal protections regarding privacy, specifically regarding
565 education, health, or even religion. The reporting mandates between her school and the
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566 state and the lack of privacy safeguard is concerning and as a former State Civil Rights
567 Commissioner, I am concerned about the equal access to exemption reserved only for
568 those who claim a religion versus atheist who may have strong beliefs in science and the
569 risk associated with certain vaccinations for their child. I am concerned with the rules that
570 denies any exemptions once there is a record of receiving one vaccination. The piece
571 opposes the idea that you cannot convert religion, right? That’s a concern, but generally
572 my overall testimony is that I feel like this is going to really force… it has almost classes
573 kind of… it’s going to have a classes enforcement policy here, where certain people will
574 be able to shop around for physicians and get specific tests, avoid certain vaccinations and
575 it’s going to just treat everyone else the same and I believe in choice.
576 Steve Jacobson: Thaddeus Fair is next followed by Laura Field. We’re already at about 4
577 o’clock. I understand we can’t have the room for another half hour, but we do have
578 [indiscernible] [1:03:09]. Also if you could try to keep the rest of your [indiscernible]
579 [0:03:13]. If your points have already been made, you tend to agree with somebody, then
580 that’s fine. Let’s see if we can try to [indiscernible] [1:03:23]
581 Thaddeus Fam: Thank you. I speak loud and quickly, so it should be very quick.
582 Steve Jacobson: Oh, I didn’t mean just you.
583 Thaddeus Fam: Yeah, but I can speak loud and quickly, so I am typically very quick
584 about that. So, to clarify, my name is Thaddeus Fam, not Thaddeus Fair, but I appreciate
585 the adjective. So I am here in support of the administrative rules change.
586 A lot
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587 of what has been said I agree with in terms of support. I think for me, I’m going to speak
588 personally, because all our last statistics, I’ll submit written testimony before November
th
589 7 , is a personal one for I am looking really at the outcomes when people don’t get

590 vaccines. So, I have relatives who actually passed away because they did not have access
591 to hepatitis B vaccines, I know those brought up many times already. So, I had to witness
592 someone who had liver cancer, ascites, turned yellow and for me the work that I do
593 because I am a public health professional in the work for over 10 years looking at health
594 equity, and with few classes brought up earlier, I do think that certain communities are
595 more affected when vaccines are not available. So communities of color, we see more
596 affected by cancer, just like my relative and I also somewhat see sexual and gender
597 minority, since we kind of opened that door already. So, certain communities that have
598 less resources and less privilege to vaccines, we see the outcomes of that and that’s what
599 we are trying to prevent. So, I will submit my testimony but I stand in support of the
600 administrative rules change. Thank you.
601 Steve Jacobson: Laura Field followed by Daryl… something else that starts with a D.
602 Okay, all right. Go ahead.
603 Laura Field: Hi, I am Laura Field and this is my daughter Aleyah, and I want to thank
604 everybody for coming out today and all the wonderful facts that all of these women have
605 shared and also for her pediatricians who help us every day and especially I don’t
606 [indiscernible] [1:05:28] your compelling testimony and you’re right. It is a privilege that
607 we have, but it should also be a choice, like there is compelling evidence
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608 on both sides. We know that there’re harmful toxic ingredients and while they can help
609 us, there should always be a choice what we put into our bodies and what we do for our
610 children and not have that stop us from a chance of an education but everybody has done
611 such a good job, we’re going to await everyone else to come up. Thank you.
612 Steve Jacobson: Followed by Aubrey Alah.
613 Aubrey Ayah: Ayah.
614 Steve Jacobson: Ayah.
615 Daryl Delagarza: Hi everybody, aloha. For the record, my name is Daryl Delagarza. I
616 am here on behalf of my son Giovanni Delagarza. He was affected by the shot. He didn’t
617 do so well with it. I’ve seen him dumb down and it was so heartbreaking to see my son
618 get attacked chemically, you know, and for the record I agree with speaker number 2. For
619 the record, my profession was US army tanker. I also was subjected to a lot of
620 vaccinations in the military. One of the vaccination I was subjected to was the anthrax
621 shot. I don’t know how many of you in here had that anthrax shot before but I did. I got
622 hospitalized, I went through [indiscernible] [1:06:59] Iraq in 2003-2004, and I believe it
623 should be a choice. It should come down to the parents or your legal guardian. I also
624 believe for the record, we have the safety issue. Rank is given for good order and good
625 conduct. If we look at the science, and science not spelled with a ‘Y’, but [indiscernible]
626 [1:07:26] an ‘I’. We see a whole bunch of kids in a whole bunch of testimony that say
627 that it doesn’t work for everyone, and for the record, I believe if it is not broken we
628 shouldn’t fix it, and for those people that need the vaccinations because
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629 they have HPV or has something, yes give it to them. That’s the end of my testimony.
630 Thank you.
631 Steve Jacobson: Aubrey followed by Laura [indiscernible] [1:07:54]
632 Aubrey Ayah: Aloha. Thank you for the opportunity to speak. My name is Aubrey
633 Ayah, I’m resident of [indiscernible] [1:08:02] and a mother of 3 keiki. I came here today
634 to oppose HAR 11-157 and I urge you to take it off the table. As a mother, I care deeply
635 about the health of my family. When I speak with my doctors, I expect informed consent.
636 I don’t expect them to have all the answers, but I do wish to know all the available facts.
637 What I’ve come to learn is that doctors pass out fact sheets which are far different from
638 the actual vaccine package inserts. When I dig deeper I see that there’s great risk. It is
639 absolutely wrong to band-aid the medical procedures that are known to cause harm and
640 carry risk. No vaccine or vaccine’s schedule is one size fits all. No other medication is,
641 so why should vaccines be any different. Where there is risk there must be choice.
642 Vaccination is the medical intervention that carries the risk of injury or death. As parents,
643 we have the God given human and legal right to say no about what goes into the bodies of
644 our keiki. As tax payers we have the right to public education for our keiki that should
645 not come at the cost of their health. When it comes to the changes you’re proposing, I
646 have several disagreements. The HPV vaccines should not be mandated to attend school.
647 HPV is a sexually transmitted disease. This has nothing to do with the educational
648 environment. Leave those decisions up to the parents if they want to decide that for their
649 children. Requiring a flu shot is also inappropriate. Given the ineffectiveness in recent
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650 years you have a better chance of avoiding the flu by boosting your immune system,
651 washing your hands and stay home if you are ill. Every year it’s a guessing game and I
652 do not want my children and myself to be subjected to this. There are countless
653 victims who have experienced vaccine injury. My family member, my brother is one
654 of them, I have witnessed the effects of vaccine injury. Vaccine manufacturers are
655 protected by law, no one is held accountable when injury happens. Did you know that
656 as of now in 2018, the US Court of claims has ordered nearly 4 billion dollars to
657 vaccine victims for their catastrophic vaccine injuries? Although 2 out of 3 applicants
658 had been denied compensation. Currently, there are 74 vaccines, 74 doses on the
659 childhood schedule, many more in the works. When will enough be enough? Who
660 gets to put the cap on the number? The state, the ACIP? No that decision should
661 belong to the parents. I respectfully request that the proposed changes be removed for
662 the health of all our communities. Leave the decisions in the hands of parents who
663 know what is best for their keiki. Thank you.
664 Steve Jacobson: Thank you for your testimony. Next is [indiscernible] [1:10:39]
665 followed Lowry Field. [indiscernible] [1:10:45]
666 Matthew Tuttle: I don’t know, I don’t really have something on the record, though I
667 might be going next.
668 Steve Jacobson: We have all these speakers already signed in, did you sign in?
669 Matthew Tuttle: Yes, I signed in. I’m concerned with the fleeting time and the
670
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671 fact is that this has to be on the record, to be challenged later. Steve Jacobson: Okay, the
672 next speaker I have is Sherri Kane. We just got 2 people and then followed by Leonard
673 Horowitz.
674 Matthew Tuttle: Thank you. My name is Mathew Tuttle and I’m father of two. I don’t
675 have time to address all the facets of how horribly wrong this is. Simply, I need to narrow
676 it down to I think it is Chapter 5 Subsection B, which is the choice. This is a choice. All
677 the fake sentiment by all these industry shields talking about how concerned they are with
678 kids. These vaccines are already universally available, okay. This is not having anything
679 to do with that. All this is just simply giving away our economy, our right, centralizing
680 the power to a small group of corrupt individuals that are heavily burdened with conflict
681 of interest. So, you can save all your fake sentiment, the vaccines are there, they are
682 available. It is irrelevant. What I’m concerned about, is the fact that now the exemption
683 form is going to be required to be the official form, which is decided by the Department of
684 Health, and this is a problem, because this is a religious exemption form, so the moment
685 they require their form, they’re forcing us to sign something that we do not agree to that it
686 is factually incorrect, and so I have an example here from one of the public schools that
687 they tried to make me sign and I refused to do it, and I felt that this was little clause was
688 put in for me, I felt kind of special, because I ran this all the way up the flag pole and said
689 you are violating the law. I’ve already done the laws’ requirements here. The laws you
690 were misinformed, and so I believe that this is kind of putting in special for me, so I need
691 to address this. What it says, this exemption that they are
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692 abusing in the public schools as I certified the immunization, conflicts of my bonafide
693 religious tenets and practices. This is incorrect. It is not immunization. Please stop using
694 the term, it is vaccination. The terms are not interchangeable, okay. So, immunization
695 happens when you are exposed to, you know, immune-biologic and happens in vivo and
696 then after you develop a full body immune system responds to and then you have
697 immunity, lifelong immunity. This is not vaccination. A vaccination introduces you to
698 inoculate in an unnatural way. It bypasses all the body’s mucous membranes, all the
699 protective layers of the body and toxin injected deep into the body and of course it doesn’t
700 provide immunity, despite which you may think, and despite which you may read in the
701 studies, because it doesn’t provide immunity, it provides an antibody response, which is
702 not immunity, and we know this because we consistently see outbreaks of the disease in a
703 fully vaccinated individuals. You guys just love bringing up Disneyland. Okay, over half
704 the people at the Disneyland were vaccinated against the disease and they got the disease
705 anyways. Why is that? Is it because your disease works so well? Why do I and my kid
706 have to get vaccinated in order for your vaccine to work? It is a logical fallacy, and
707 [indiscernible] [1:13:51] the hearing. You guys are absolutely insane. Back to the
708 incorrect stuff that they are trying. So first of all, your form is incorrect okay and you’re
709 actually forcing me to sign something that is not only, I don’t believe it’s incorrect, but in
710 excess, I understand that my child is susceptible to vaccine preventable diseases. Well, I
711 don’t believe that, and I’m not going to sign something that says it, because, I mean, let
712 me clarify. They are susceptible, they are as susceptible as the next kid. You know,
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713 the kid that got the vaccine and got the disease anyway. So when I wrote this, I actually
714 wrote a form that’s used by hundreds of people all over the state, because there is no
715 official form, and I did this to help people and I wrote down the actual laws to guide them,
716 and what it says is that ‘I understand that all children are susceptible to disease regardless
717 of whether or not they have been vaccinated. Okay, and I don’t even care if you believe
718 that or not. The point is that the Department of Health for religious exemption for them to
719 be the arbiter of what I’ve to sign in order to be granted a religious exemption is incorrect
720 and its riddled with conflicts of interest, because the big concern here is that now the form
721 they can unilaterally decide without any oversight that this form is going to say, ‘Oh, you
722 have to get a permission slip from your Pastor, in order for it to be valid’, like they’ve
723 tried in many other states. The problem is that, that in itself is against my religious tenets
724 and beliefs, because in order for the state to try and do that, the state is in itself practicing
725 religious discrimination, because suddenly you have to be going to a state sponsored
726 501(c)(3) church in order to get your religious exemption, and this is not a small thing,
727 because just has they’ve done to the medical doctors in California, anyone who dares to
728 defy the status quo has received extreme retaliation for writing a medical exemption, so
729 most doctors wouldn’t do it. Okay, but the same thing is going to happen with the
730 Pastors, because any Pastor who is going to take a confessional stance with his
731 congregation and make an official position statement that vaccines are against our religion
732 is going to lose his 501(c)(3) funding. This is a system that is right for corruption, and it’s
733 wrong because the first amendment says that we have the free exercise of religion, okay,
734 and getting a permission slip from a third party who I don’t recognize as being my
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735 superior spiritual or even in the same religion as me, to get that permission slip in order
736 for me to be so blessed and granted my own personal beliefs by the state, is the very
737 definition of unconstitutional, because they are inhibiting free exercise of religion. So,
738 my biggest concern with this, on top of all the other horrible things with this bill is the
739 fact that it is a Trojan horse. It is a backdoor into removing our religious exemptions,
740 because once the Department of Health is unilaterally granted the power to determine
741 what is on that exemption form without any oversight, our religious exemption is as good
742 as gone, and that will get fought, this will be fought, because that is a violation of our
743 rights. Our rights are not granted to us by the state. Our rights were given to us that are
744 inalienable rights by our creator, okay, and so this, and I mentioned that because this is a
745 request for exemption for immunization. Okay, well first of all it’s not immunization, but
746 secondly it’s not a request. This is a statement okay, with the law says that I have to
747 notify the administrator in school in writing of my religious tenets and beliefs.
748 Notification, okay. A notification, it’s not request. I’m not begging for permission for
749 my rights, it’s my body. It’s my body and body of my children, the state has no business
750 over it. So, you know, your vaccines are so great and they so work, that’s fine. You can
751 take them. They’re universally available, there is nothing in this that makes the vaccines
752 more available. It’s just about giving away our power and giving away our choice, and to
753 wrap it up, it is about choice.
754 [crosstalk] [1:17:48]
755 Matthew Tuttle: Let me just say one of those things. I think it’s kind of
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756 interesting how everyone who is up here for freedom, is a freedom advocate, is an
757 individual. Everyone who is speaking of our choices is an individual, yet everyone who is
758 pro-vaccine, it’s just an industry shield, most of them have left before because they have
759 “no dog in this fight.” It’s about individual rights. Thank you.
760 SHERRI KANE: I want to thank you everybody for being here today. Hi, thank you
761 everybody for coming today and voice your concerns or… because this is an outrage. My
762 name is Sherri Kane, and I’m an investigative generalist. I’m also the Vice President of
763 MedicalVeritas.org. I’m in strong opposition to HAR 11-157. If the government wants to
764 mandate these vaccines against we, the people, then this is an act of treason, and a war
765 against our freedoms. We are warrior, folks. To what extent will they impose these
766 injections, will they come to our doors with the military? What’s next? This is a
767 violation of our human rights. One day, the people perpetrating these vaccination
768 mandates will be upon charges for genocide, not unlike Nazi Germany. The conflicting
769 interest of those pushing these vaccines and deciding which laws such as Senator Roz
770 Baker, who was shown to be taking bribes from pharmaceutical companies including
771 Monsanto, or let’s say Dr. Sarah Park, who is behind this current push and Josh Green.
772 They are proving themselves to be uninformed, and if you watch the PBS video with Dr.
773 Leonard Horowitz and Janet Edgehill, you will be able to see that Dr. Sarah Park and
774 Senator Josh Green are both extremely uninformed about the vaccines in which they are
775 pushing. I have researched these vaccines myself, and I found that they contain
776 dangerous substances such as formaldehyde, such as mercury, the main preservative
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777 that’s used in these vaccinations is Thimerosal, which is a mercury preservative. It just so
778 happens that the Thimerosal is a product by Eli Lilly. Alex M. Azar II is now heading the
779 US Department of Health, and he worked for Eli Lilly. The woman that just came up
780 recently from Liberia, she doesn’t share the concerns of all those people in Liberia. I
781 didn’t understand why she was here, because she is not a citizen of the United States, nor
782 she is a citizen of Hawaii, but I’m just going to let everybody know as far as she is
783 concerned, she does not share the concerns of those other activists that we know in
784 Liberia, who know that there is lack of hygiene and that there is unclean water, there is
785 also a depopulation against of people of color. Those people are well aware of this, and if
786 she is not aware, then I want her to become aware or at least educate herself on these
787 things, because it’s really a shame. Anyway, to end it, I wanted to say that when I
788 researched the MMR vaccine, this is also to you that there has been shown to be a 300%
789 risk in black young boys, 300% which the CDC has covered up. So, I encourage
790 everybody to watch the film Vaxxed. As well as if you want to know about who is
791 pushing the propaganda, really pushing it, watch the film Un-Vaxxed: A Docu792 Commentary for Robert De Niro. Also, I want to ask everybody to checkout few of these
793 websites; Hawaiivaccinegenocide.com, exposingvaccinegenocide.com,
794 MedicalVeritas.org. These are websites that will educate you on the facts what’s in these
795 vaccination. Be formed, because what they want to do is they want to push these vaccines
796 on mothers or people and your babies or keiki, and they don’t want you to ask any
797 questions. They just want to inject you. So, you need to know what’s being injected
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798 into your children and you need to fight for it. Again, as I said we are at war. We will
799 stand together as we the people and we will get over this and we will overcome it. Thank
800 you so much.
801 Steve Jacobson: Any comment you have about the film or… No? Okay. We have 10
802 minutes left, we have 3 people who wants to speak, please don’t do more than 3 minutes.
803 Leonard Horowitz: Thank you. My name is Dr. Leonard Horowitz and I’d like to speak
804 on four points. I am the Editor-in-Chief of MedicalVeritas, and I probably absolutely
805 have done more research in the origins of AIDS and vaccine injuries in anybody in this
806 room including all the public health professionals. I’m the producer of the movie
807 UnVaxxed: A Docu-Commentary for Robert De Niro and I’m signed to getting published,
808 reviewed in articles in Medical Veritas, published by Dr. Horrobin on polio, the origin of
809 polio issues in vaccines, the issue of hepatitis, hepatitis B, and I noticed that there are
810 several listed supposedly vaccine preventable diseases and I have #1 to take exception
811 with that marketing phrase, because it omits and it grossly neglects the cofactors. Now,
812 you’re telling me that if you’re going to get let’s say the HPV vaccine and you
813 subsequently are totally poisoning your body, environmentally irradiated, all sorts of
814 problems, that you’re not going to have some sort of potential risks for cancer. The issue
815 of vaccine-preventable diseases is a fraud, and it is based on omissions and
816 misrepresentations and essentially that basically is for the conduct as Ms. Kane said of
817 genocide. The expertise that I’d also encourage you to look at is
818 the vaccine relationship
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819 to the mutation and the hybridization in the creation of hepatitis viruses of the HPV virus
820 from the herpes virus research and I’m going to submit for the committee for a very
821 careful study, because this is constructive notice of genocide, of gross negligence,
822 criminal negligence and neglecting the fact that for example, the HPV vaccine and it’s
823 declared wonderful statuses as Dr. Shorhausen [phonetics] [1:24:53] discovery in 1976 .
824 According to some, research others proclaim 1983. Go back and study the special virus
825 cancer program published in 1972 and you will see that Dr. Shorhausen [phonetics]
826 [1:25:11] worked with the Wistar Institute, University of Pennsylvania on herpes viruses.
827 Study the origin of human papillomavirus that this Gardasil vaccine in Merck
828 pharmaceutical company is allegedly preventing and you will see that the origin of the
829 specific human papillomavirus comes from Dr. Shorhausen [phonetics] [1:25:33] work at
830 the Wistar Institute. Now, that’s extremely important, because we are dealing with the
831 potential for exposing the entire world’s population to mutated, hybridized, recombined
832 viruses, live not simply attenuated, potentially viruses that produce genetical variation
833 such as we see with HIV-AIDs certainly. So, the issue with you are now recommending
834 hepatitis B, hepatitis A vaccines for every child as mandatory. You’ve got to really do
835 your due diligence to look at the history, where did these viruses come from? Who
836 reported them first? What was their special interest? And essentially, what is the
837 conflicting interest and most importantly what are the potential public health disasters that
838 we’re covertly witnessing that the other people in this room have already spoken too
839 perfectly. The reality is, I was in Liberia. I went to Monkey Island. I was invited to
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840 Zaire. I was invited literally to Africa by the Bongo family. I served in Africa, and I can
841 tell you that the African people are hideously, atrociously affected, damaged from the
842 Anglo-American genocide that these vaccines in the bill and will indicate its foundation.
843 It is perpetrating on humanity. You’ve been given notice, you’ve been given constructive
844 notice here that there is a law 42 U.S.C. 1986 that says, if you don’t heed this warning,
845 that’s the same warning in the religious literature about protecting our children and most
846 importantly our brothers and sisters internationally, that if we don’t heed this warning and
847 we neglect it, then we are personally liable as equally to those in charge of the Merck
848 pharmaceutical company, and the National Institute of Health that perpetrate this fraud on
849 humanity. Thank you.
850 Steve Jacobson: Okay, we have three people to go as I was [indiscernible] [1:27:43].
851 Well, let’s make sure everybody is here. The three are Marian Phillips and Julian King
852 and Lee Ann Anderson; and try keep knocking the door, but [indiscernible] [1:28:02].
853 Marian Phillips: Can everybody hear me? Its remarkable how many people in this room
854 have personal experience in Liberia. If you could (she is whispering so she can’t hear
855 me), but I’m a 40-year public health professional, and I have been serving overseas and in
856 this country, 36 years of my career had been here in Hawaii, and I’m very saddened here
857 today to hear so many people demonize the Public Health Community who is here to look
858 in a participatory way of solving problems in the community. It seems to me like I’ve
859 heard every human health problem attributed to vaccines today,
860 and I feel
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861 sad that there is so much fear and so much anger and everyone is looking for a place to
862 put it, and vaccines are not the answer. Over the course of the time, I’ve been in vaccine
863 education and vaccine research. There have been tremendous improvements in vaccines.
864 Vaccines today are better than when they first came out, and we have more and more data
865 on vaccines than we have ever had, and the community is using that data to make further
866 improvements as we go forward. I’m not going to even attempt to address some of the
867 misinformation I’ve heard in this room today. I’ve have not enough time to do so and I
868 just want to say that I’m thankful for the participatory process, but I’m extremely
869 saddened by it. That’s it.
870 Steve Jacobson: Again, anyone who wishes to, can supplement their testimony in writing
871 by getting into the [indiscernible] [1:29:52] address in the notice that we have up here
872 after this [indiscernible] [1:30:01].
873 Julian King: My name is Julian King. I’m a mother of a beautiful boy named Beau.
874 When he was 3 years old, we took him to Johns Hopkins on the advice of our pediatrician,
875 because [indiscernible] [1:30:18] addressed. The doctor there, then my metabolic
876 geneticist said that my son had an underlying mitochondrial disorder and that he was
877 injured by the vaccines, but based upon the greater good, they said just some kids are
878 injured, and so I started doing research and I discovered that in the 1980s, pharmaceutical
879 companies were no longer… we weren’t able to sue pharmaceutical industries for vaccine
880 injury. So, I signed up as 1 of the 5000 families for the vaccine compensation injury
881 program and they threw all of the cases out, the 5000 cases, and so I’m here to talk to ask
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882 you to please not pass this bill, and I’m talking for all the potential kids who have
883 underlying mitochondrial disorder that, you know, they haven’t discovered. They haven’t
884 or they you know there is just really… Today, I walk through life and I feel generally
885 very strong and loving and capable, but this is a very difficult journey, and 1 in 59 kids
886 are diagnosed with autism, and I really believe that the reason why vaccines are being
887 pushed on us it’s because it’s a billion dollar money-making industry, and I don’t hate
888 anybody, and I don’t dislike the people that are speaking on the other side. I just think
889 that we just need to keep on being able to choose and to speak openly about this, because
890 this debate is not over. Thank you.
891 Leeann Anderson: Good afternoon. My name is Lee Ann Anderson, and I’m a mom of 2
892 boys. I’m standing here today to strongly oppose HAR Title 11 Chapter 157. My work
893 involves helping people to thrive in their lives and much of that is how we live with
894 loving kindness towards our bodies. I truly believe we are born pure and with a perfect
895 body that is always working to keep us healthy. When we can live in accordance with a
896 highest truth to honor our mind, body and spirit with what we eat, what we think and what
897 we do then we can thrive and live to a highest purpose. I believe that we all have a right
898 to make choices for our own bodies. Living toxin free is our birth right and vaccines are
899 not toxin free. Almost all of the disease states in this modern world are the result of an
900 overload of toxins. These toxins are found in our food, our environment, our toxic
901 emotions. Anything we can do to limit our exposure to toxins is paramount to our ability
902 to stay well and to live in alignment with a highest truth. We have all heard the
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903 statistics around the risks and the dangers of vaccines. Adding more mandatory vaccines
904 as a source of toxins into our already toxic bodies is not an intelligent way to solve what
905 they believe to be an issue of public health. We need to move away from fear-based living
906 to a life that makes the choices out of love. Loving our children means taking our role as
907 parents and adults seriously to allow them the right to live a nontoxic life. We parents
908 should have a choice on what goes into our own bodies and our children’s bodies. I am
909 standing here today to strongly oppose HAR Title 11 Chapter 157. Thank you.
910 Steve Jacobson: Okay, we’re about 4:31. There are 2 people who indicated that they will
911 “maybe” and now in case they wish to speak, could you go ahead please.
912 JENNIFER BONIFACIO: Okay.
913 Steve Jacobson: Identify yourself.
914 JENNIFER BONIFACIO: Sure. Aloha, everyone. My name is Jennifer Bonifacio. I
915 strongly oppose this measure, this bill. I am [indiscernible] [1:34:58] please come real
916 quick. This is my daughter, she is 11 years old right now. When she was an infant she
917 was diagnosed with eczema. All her doctors, her pediatrician, her allergist, her
918 dermatologist kept telling me, put her on drugs, put her on drugs, put [indiscernible]
919 [1:35:20] steroids on her, but what can I do to make her healthy. I finally once moving
920 back to Hawaii, I found a naturopathic doctor who actually started clearing her and has
921 cleared her as you can see, but her skin was so bad that I couldn’t give her a bath. The
922 doctor told me that she was allergic to couple of her vaccines, and she was also allergic to
923 petroleum-based products which by the way was everything that even her dermatologist
924 told me to put on her, ‘wrap her in Vaseline’. So, how do I know to trust those doctors?
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925 I mean I do believe that these doctors do care for us as passionate as that one pediatrician
926 was. However, nobody is talking about food, nutrition. I have stopped vaccinating her
927 because of the dangers that I finally researched and woke up to. She is one of the
928 healthiest children that I know. Of course she is my daughter, but when among her friends
929 when there is flu outbreak or something, how is that if she gets sick, she is sick for 24
930 hours and she is right back. When all her friends are sick for like 2 weeks or plus. All
931 you have to do, guys, request… because that’s what I do. I have been studying farming,
932 permaculture. That is why a lot of people are sick today. Disease preventable vaccines,
933 whatever it is… the reason why a lot of people especially in Africa or in the poor
934 countries, the reason why they are sick is, because they don’t have access to good food, to
935 nutrition, but why are we so focused on vaccines, vaccines, vaccines. What we need to be
936 providing these people [indiscernible] [1:37:01] of course, but we also know that the
937 reason why they don’t get the nutrition that they need is because of government policy,
938 that’s why they don’t receive the help that they need, the actual thing. I can’t remember
939 who said it, but with HPV vaccine, that concern… My daughter is my legacy. I don’t care
940 what people say, but our children are our legacy. This is my future. This is our future.
941 Now concerning the HPV vaccine, one of the reasons why Japan stopped the HPV
942 vaccines, because their girls were going into early menopause, why is that? Is that
943 stopping them? I’m very curious to see how many of those people who have received the
944 HPV vaccine right now who is going to have children today or later on in the future. How
945 many of them are going to be healthy. So, I do agree with a lot of people who spoke,
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946 especially the mother who just spoke, because a lot of what she said is basically how I
947 feel. That we need to have choice, we need to be focusing a lot on nutrition, because I
948 know when both of us get sick, anyone can get sick, as long as I increase my nutrition
949 intake on good foods, good supplements, we are sick for 24 or 48 hours max and we are
950 back. While everyone else who is, you know, relying on the flu vaccine or whatever
951 medication doctors have given. We do have one of the best medical communities in the
952 world. That if I get into car accident, I’m going to see my doctor, but if I have a cold, I’m
953 going to make sure that I have the right nutrition, vitamin D. We can get vitamin D out
954 right now, just go outside, clear sun… I mean clear clouds and there we go. So again, I
955 strongly oppose this measure. I just strongly hope that everyone would just look into the
956 vaccines research and look into good nutrition, healthy nutrition, non-genetically modified
957 nutrition.
958 Steve Jacobson: [indiscernible] [1:39:17]
959 Speaker: I think you will be happy, because this will be really quick.
960 Steve Jacobson: Don’t want to get arrested during the day.
961 Speaker: I was contacted by number of parents. I’m a parent advocate for kids with
962 special education under that area and my role is to protect the civil rights of children and
963 their families dealing with this. There’s been so many parents that have come up to me
964 and shared their horror of what their children went through about a year to 18 months and
965 this has got to stop. Their concern with what’s going on here is this is a unilateral
966 decision by the system to chemically enforce things that can hurt individuals
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967 throughout their lifespan and that’s the potential and when there’s no agreement, when
968 there’s no informed consent, we’re really… we’re going in the wrong direction that can
969 potentially hurt individuals and that’s wrong. So, like I said, this is going to be short, but
970 I strongly oppose Chapter 157. I think it’s wrong, you need to allow parents informed
971 consent so that they can make the appropriate decision, because under IDEA, the parents
972 are the guardians. They have the right to make the decision and you do not have the right
973 to enforce that on them, on their children and according to this, they don’t have a voice, so
974 it’s not appropriate.
975 Matthew Tuttle: Documents have to be submitted. Can I just say the documents that
976 have to be submitted to be challenged?
977 Steve Jacobson: I’ve already said that, but…
978 Matthew Tuttle: I’m sorry, I just need to mention it…
979 Steve Jacobson: No you don’t, because I’m going to finish. You can sit down please.
980 You have already classified, okay.
981z Matthew Tuttle: Right.
982 Steve Jacobson: Please sit down, thank you, okay. That will conclude the testimony
983 portion of the hearing. People who wish to submit written testimony either to supplement
984 what you already said to provide research citations for things that may have been referred
985 to or for any other purpose, and do get the research citations, anything you have done. To
986 that again, the address is the Disease Outbreak Control Division, 1250 Punchbowl Street,
987 which is this building, Room #443, Honolulu 96813. Or the email
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988

address is immunization… And now you will dispute about whether we are talking about

989

immunization or vaccination… The email address is immunization@DOH.hawaii.gov.

990

Okay, I thank all of you for your testimony, our local families, our local residents, our

991

mainland visitors who came and to share their research with us, and our international

992

friends there is, thank you all. Your testimony is all appreciated and this will conclude

993

the hearing. [indiscernible] [1:42:51] hearing. Thank you.

994

[no relevant conversation, crosstalk] [1:42:54]-[1:47:00]
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